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The weather here on the shores has improved as the current week has unfolded. I feel lucky to be here enjoying 
the sunshine, and sometimes rain drops, with such a great group of boys. We have a very enthusiastic and 
energized group for the first half season. Every trip and sporting event has filled quickly, which only highlights the 
boys’ willingness to take advantage of the opportunities that exist here at Winona. For the most part, days have 
been sunny and warm with refreshing afternoon breezes. Last Saturday and Sunday saw us having a variety of 
inside activities with the rain being intermittent outside. Campers commented that rainy days aren’t a problem as 
the activities were so much fun! The boys have had a great time in activities, evening programs, free time, trips 
and other events throughout the week. Life here in Junior Winona is now humming along as we have established 
routines and the boys have settled in to their lives away from home. 
 

To the news of the week: 

On Wednesday July 6th the mountain trippers were back on the trails as Uncles Lime and Branden, and Aunts 
Nancy and Laura brought James Gasperini, Leif Sonne, Elijah Nacht, Liam Tobin, Henry Sloss, Phelps 
Henry, Thomas Gasperini, Henry Hoffman, Lucas Tchelikidi, Gus Kolva, and Rowan Pedraza on a 
unique three-part mountain trip adventure. The group first climbed along a 1.25 mile, exposed trail to the summit 
of Black Cap Mountain (2350 ft.). During lunch the boys enjoyed spectacular views of nearby North Conway, New 
Hampshire and Mount Washington beyond. Following the descent, the boys scrambled into the van eager for the 
second phase of the day. 

The group was allowed to visit the Iron mountain retreat of Uncle Lime’s long time hiking friends, Mr. Lou and Miss 
Janet. For the first time ever Mr. Lou took Winona boys on a guided tour of his 1-mile loop trail which he himself 

built with friends, using only hand tools. Mr. Lou explained the techniques used to build a trail as 
well as detailing the basics of trail maintenance. Miss Janet graciously invited the boys to observe 
incredible views from their deck while enjoying delicious snacks, including frozen yogurt and 
s’mores cookies. 

After repeatedly thanking their hosts, the group set up for part three of the trip. The boys traveled to Jackson Falls 
for some fun-filled splashing and exploring in the swimming hole. The boys returned with many stories. All agreed 
that mountain trips are a fun way to spend a day! 
 

At the end of cookout on Wednesday, the boys returned to the Wiggy to prepare for laundry and tent time. The 
BAT startled the group as he “swooped” across the assembly and emerged through the double doors nearest the 
bell. The boys all gave their best during the furious chase, but the masked man escaped to the safety of the 
nearby CIT Wiggy. Corliss Ordway found himself especially close and was “detained” by nearby counselors. The 
boys had fun discussing who they thought the masked person was and the daring nature of the showing. Keep 
trying, boys! 
 

Thursday also saw the canoe trippers make their way out of camp for an adventure on Moose Pond. Led by 
Uncles Jonathan, Zach and Mitch, campers Phelps Henry, Michael Lu, Rowan Pedraza, Quinn Hillerich, 
Henry Hoffman, Elijah Nacht, Ryan Hays, Camden Hawkes and Leif Sonne set 
out for Loon Isle down the lake. The crew had great paddling weather on a cool day with 
calm waters. At Loon Isle they enjoyed a hearty lunch of chicken patties and the kids 
later swam and fished from the shore. Dinner was the ever-popular pita pizza pockets 
with s’mores for dessert and a campfire with stories finished a fantastic day. The next 
morning the campers and counselors awoke, loaded the boats and had a speedy paddle 
back to camp with Rowan, Michael and Ryan leading the way in the camper-only boat. All 
returned with big smiles as they returned to the routines of Junior camp. 
 

On Friday Uncles Lime, Branden, and Cousin CIT Liam took campers Daasabre McPhee-Djan, Andrew 
Chen, Devon Hermes, Matthew Gasperini and Aidan Tomlinson to Hedgehog Mt. (2550 ft.) located off the 
twisting Kancamagus Highway in New Hampshire. The University of New Hampshire, where Uncle Branden now 
attends as a student, maintains the five-mile loop trail that the boys used. Having done work on the trail through 
his school Uncle Branden used his expertise of the terrain to deftly guide the group. The group hiked into a low 
cloud ceiling but never encountered precipitation. The giant granite boulders and the frequent hemlock trees made 
for quite a pretty trail despite the limited views the day allowed. The counselors and campers all enjoyed the 
mountains and returned ready for a delicious dinner. 

 

                              (Over for more news!!) 

       Greetings from Junior !  

The junior times 

July 13, 2016 
 

Editors Note: Your son’s unit’s weekly Newsletter may also be accessed online: http://winonacamps.com/welcome-parents/unit-

newsletters. Please note that in the weekly unit Newsletters, we focus primarily on out-of-camp trips and sporting competitions 

which are just a small part of the entire program here at Winona.  

    You can find current photos of Winona by visiting us on our Facebook page (Winona Camps – Maine). 
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Saturday featured a rainy forecast so Uncles Lime and Branden, our mountain trip leaders, made a quick 

change of itinerary and headed to Arethusa Falls. The 1.4-mile hike into the Falls proved to be popular this day, so 

much so that the group ate lunch on the trailside to avoid the crowds. The forecasted rain held off 

until the descent when campers were able to test their raingear. Caden Southworth, Leon 

Sohmen-Pao, Nathan Monchik, Peter Berlizov, Isaac Greenwald, Ryan Hays and Phelps 

Henry all were awestruck by the appearance of the majestic, cascading waters and the highest 

falls in all of New Hampshire. This trip is a treat and by the reaction of the group they all agree. 
 

On Saturday we also had our traditional hamburger and hot dog cookout and the unit’s first 

campfire. Tent 1 (James Gasperini, Camden Hawkes, Leif Sonne, Nicolas 

Hernandez), Tent 2 (Nuar Bol Bol, Quinn Hillerich, David Phillips, Hilton Sampson, 

Lorenzo Vannoni), and Tent 4 (Devon Hermes, Michael Lu, Elijah Nacht, Caden 

Southworth, Liam Tobin) did skits in front of the other boys, the group sang camp songs 

and campers and counselors tried to solve two baffling mysteries presented by Uncle Jeff. 

Uncles Drew and Chip, making light of the raindrops we experienced during the day, 

presented a unique Top Ten list. The campers also had a visit from the “Moustache Men”, 

two oddly dressed gentlemen that regaled the boys with jokes and riddles. As we closed the 

proceedings, counselors recognized the Junior Men of Distinction, those boys that had shown 

exemplary character traits during the week, both in camp and out. I’m pleased to report that so many boys were 

mentioned that I couldn’t list them all here. Finally we ended with Aunt Callie singing Wagon Wheel, one of my 

personal favorite songs. Many of the counselors and campers joined in to end the night on an incredibly strong 

note. 
 

After our traditional mid-day Sunday dinner Uncle Lime and Aunts Nancy and Rachel along 

with Cousin CIT Rafa, took campers Keven Morel Perez, Jan Maikel Vila Cestero, Henry 

Garnett, Renzo Martinez, James Gasperini and Phelps Henry on Junior’s famous stuffed 

animal trip to nearby Jockey Cap in Fryeburg. The stuffed animal trip features the campers 

carrying their favorite stuffed animal to the peak of the mountain. It is quite the scene with the 

boys hiking along, their animal buddy in their daypacks, heads bobbing up and down. The boys 

divided their animals into color teams based on the animals’ color, not our traditional red and 

gray. The results were two browns, two whites, one yellow and one gray. The boys and their buddies posed for 

many pictures.  
 

On Monday Uncles Jack and Walker, along with Cousin CIT Stephen, left to paddle the waters of the old 

course of the Saco River with Lorenzo Vannoni, Anthony Weaver, Camden Hawkes, Aidan Tomlinson, 

Xander Krauskopf, John Proulx, Elijah Nacht, Michael Lu and Leif Sonne for another overnight adventure. 

The boys had a great time navigating the river as the paddling provides different challenges and benefits as 

compared to lake paddling. The lazy pace of the ‘old course’ of the Saco out of Kezar Pond quickly changed as the 

stream entered the main Saco – river bends and some old stumps and logs made for an exciting river adventure.  

The group enjoyed a big beach campsite, a barbeque over the fire, a campfire under the stars with s’mores and a 

Dutch oven cake, as well as jokes and games throughout the trip. On Tuesday the boys returned with many 

wonderful tales. They felt the trip successfully fulfilled the requirements of an outstanding away-from-camp 

adventure. 
 

Monday also saw the soccer team depart for Camp Indian Acres for a tournament with Uncles 

Adam, Jeff and Nick. Lee Huffard, Eli Shifrin, Liam Tobin, Renzo Martinez, JB Estes, 

Koa Brown, Jordi Quirch, Felix Saujet, Ward Jenkins, Conrad Dube, Lucas Tchelikidi 

and Daasabre McPhee-Djan were excited for the challenge and jumped into the early van 

with cleats and shin guards in hand. Ward, Koa and Felix performed ably in goal with defensive 

assistance provided by Lee, Liam and Daasabre. Despite not scoring any goals, the coaches 

stated that Jordi, Eli, Conrad and JB applied good offensive pressure. The team exhibited great confidence 

throughout the match and displayed excellent sportsmanship in both contests played. All in all, the boys showed 

great team effort and look forward to upcoming challenges. 
 

The busy Monday also found Junior, Inty and Senior Winona traveling to Camp Micah to participate in a multi-

camp swim meet. Aunt Callie brought David Steinbrick, Rowan Pedraza, Henry Hoffman, Andrew Chen 

and Isaac Greenwald to represent the south end of camp in this age group event. Although the competition was 

tough, many of our swimmers finished the meet with outstanding individual results. With David coming in first in 

the 50 backstroke and third in the 100 IM, Rowan coming in second for the 50 breaststroke and Andrew third in 

the same race, Junior was able to add to the overall team points. Henry and Isaac swam their first-ever 

competitive two-lap swims which is quite an achievement for boys of their age. All the swimmers had fun and look 

forward to another chance on Saturday when we return to competition. 
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At Monday lunch line up the boys were treated to another appearance of The BAT. For this showing the boys were 

lining up to get clean for the mid-day meal. Once settled in their lines, they patiently awaited the noon trivia 

challenge before running down the hill to lunch. Much to their surprise The BAT burst forth from the baseball 

shack and unleashed the legendary scream. The BAT then wheeled around and sped down the Junior road to the 

Wiggy. The entire unit turned to pursue with Lee Huffard, Jordi Quirch and Phelps Henry coming a little too 

close for comfort. The unexpected surprise did allow for great conversations during the meal. 
 

On Monday evening, Uncles Zach and Matt hiked up to the Tuckerman’s Cabin at the top of Shawnee Peak, part 
of the Pleasant Mountain Range, with David Steinbrick, Gus Kolva, Daasabre McPhee-Djan, Lucus 
Tchelikidi, Devon Hermes and Rowan Pedraza. Once at the cabin the campers were lucky to see a fantastic 
sunset over the Presidential Range while enjoying some Oreos as a late night snack. In the morning the group 
woke up to oatmeal and hot cocoa before summiting the mountain and taking in some views of camp. The boys 
descended down the ski slopes and headed over to Pencil Point to be picked up by the Bat Barge. A trip home by 
boat helped cap a terrific trip. 
 

The tribal competition has really heated up in the last week. The Mohawks, under the leadership 
of Gus Kolva and Ward Jenkins have opened up an early lead on the Ojibways, Senecas and 
Delawares. Tom Spater (x2), Quinn Hillerich, Ward Jenkins, Gus Kolva, Jordi Quirch, Koa 
Brown and Ike Dutton all had captures for their respective tribes this week. The Mohawks have 
taken the early lead, but history tells us that this early action is meaningless in the overall scheme 
unless the leading tribe continues to execute on their game plan. We’ll see how the Mohawks do 
as the early frontrunners of the summer. All the tribes still have an excellent chance at the 

coveted spot on the banner as we roar toward the second half. I constantly emphasize the character traits of 
perseverance & grit when keeping the boys engaged in a summer-long competition. It is a marathon, not a sprint! 
 

The boys of Junior continue to work hard fulfilling the requirements in our many activities to earn Chipmunks, 
Beavers, and for some, Eagles. Full Chipmunks this week were awarded to Nathan Monchik, Ward Jenkins, 
Henry Garnett, Rowan Pedraza, Felix Saujet, Eli Shifrin, Camden Hawkes, Jordi Quirch, Keven Morel 
Perez, Phelps Henry, Grady Hillerich, Lorenzo Vannoni, Anthony Weaver, Jan Maikel Vila Cestero, Gus 
Kolva, Devon Hermes, Ben Lemieux, Conrad Dube, James Gasperini, Aidan Tomlinson, Graham 
Wilson, Hilton Sampson, Peter Berlizov, Caden Southworth, Tom Spater and Paul Devillard. 

Finally, Junior awarded the camp’s first Full Beaver to Renzo Martinez. To receive this distinction Renzo 
completed more advanced requirements in five of our activity areas. Congratulations to Renzo and all the boys 
that were recognized this week. 
 

In other award news, the boys of Tent 4 (Devon Hermes, Michael Lu, Elijah Nacht, Caden Southworth, 
Liam Tobin) under the direction of Uncles Dom and Julian received the Best Tent distinction in our first full 
week of camp. (This means Tent 4 had the highest tent inspection scores each morning for the week - great job 
sweeping, picking up trash and making your beds.) The boys were excited for the recognition and extra lodge that 
goes with the award. All the boys in the unit are doing well with keeping their tents and cabins clean this summer. 
Keep it up, boys! 
 

I conclude with the Advance Guard group preparing to leave for the Aquaboggan today. (Advance Guard 
encourages families to enroll their sons before December 31 for the upcoming season. This allows Winona to plan 
and the campers receive a fun trip and t-shirt. Look for our 2017 Advance Guard information soon!) The 
excitement in the unit has been immense as the boys really enjoy this special event! They are lathered with 
sunscreen, wearing new Advance Guard t-shirts and are ready to slip-and-slide the day away. The atmosphere 
here on Moose Pond is absolutely perfect and the boys who are staying for the day have an amazing choice of 
activities, along with a special trip to the mythical Lost City of Moose Pond. Thanks again for sharing your sons 
with us this summer.   

 

Until next time, 

Jim Morse 

Junior Unit Director (Wi 1982-1989, 1991-1995, 2008-2016) 

The BAT 1991 
 

 


